High pressure effect on the main transition from the ripple gel P'beta phase to the liquid crystal (Lalpha) phase in dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine. Microcalorimetric study.
Scanning microcalorimetry has been used to study the high pressure effect on the main transition from the ripple gel P'(beta) phase to the liquid crystal (L(alpha)) phase in DPPC (dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine). It has been demonstrated that an increase of the pressure by 200 MPa shifts the transition to higher temperatures by 36.4 degrees. The pressure increase does not affect the cooperativity of transition but reduces noticeably its enthalpy. The changes of the molar partial volume, isothermal compressibility as well as volume thermal expansibility during transition in DPPC suspension have been estimated. It has been shown that monovalent ions (Na(+), Cl(-)) in solution slightly affect the main thermodynamic parameters of the transition. Calcium ions significantly decrease distinction in compressibility and thermal expansibility between liquid-crystal and ripple gel phases of lipid suspension, which in its turn reflects less difference in their volume fluctuations.